
Overview
        This town has an excess of mad scientists. All of you are trying to create a creature
of legend. Only the strongest and most fearsome being will prevail. Watch out, your
fellow scientists will try to sabotage your experiment, so fight back!

Components

1-99+ Creature Grids

Deck
1 - Part 4 - d6

Pencils
4 - Colored

Setup
Each player gathers a Creature Grid & places it in front of them.
The active player is determined by whomever watched a horror movie last. That
player shuffles the Part Deck & places it in the center of the play area.
Place all dice & colored pencils in play area.
The active player flips one Part Card and places it next to the deck.
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You are now ready to play!

This setup is for a 4-player game



The active player collects & rolls all dice
Starting with the active player, select a single die and a colored pencil.(you can't choose
the same color if you chose it on the previous turn)
The active player then splits the sum of their die total into two categories. one is the
amount of squares they will cross out on an opponent's grid (Sabotage) and the other is
how many extra squares they will add to their part drawing on their own grid. (Mad
Science)
All players go through this process in clockwise order, each crossing out their
determined squares on opponent grids as they go.
All players then simultaneously draw the current monster part on their own grids.
Drawings can be placed anywhere on the grid. Drawings have no artistic requirements.
Play continues with a new clockwise active player flipping a new part card.
Play ends once all part cards have been flipped and drawn.
Points are tallied and the winner is determined by having the most points.

How To Play
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You receive 1 point for each square drawn on.
You receive +2 points for every part that connects to another part in the same color.
You receive +1, +2, & +3 points for the indicated scoring zones. 
If you cannot connect a part, no points are scored on it.
The largest mass of connected parts is scored.

Scoring
 



Sabotage: one part of the split will be used to cross off a certain number of squares on an
opponent's grid.
Mad Science: The other part of the split will add to the amount of squares you must use to draw
the current part on your grid.

Odd Numbers: When you select an odd number, you must choose how to split it, more Sabotage
or Mad Science? So, a 3 could be split into 1 for Sabotage & 2 for Mad Science or vice versa.

Even Numbers: If you select an even number, it is ALWAYS split evenly in half. So, 2 would be
1&1, 4: 2&2, and 6: 3&3.

Number 1: If you select a 1, you get to decide whether to use it for Sabotage or Mad Science.

How Dice Work
When an active player rolls the dice they must then select a single die to use.

This chosen die will be split between 2 actions, Sabotage & Mad Science.
 

Depending on the die that is chosen, different choices present themselves.
 

How Cards Work
Monster Part Cards have important information that inform scientists how to use them.

Part Title
Base Value

Part Image

Connection

Part Title: The name of the current part each scientist will be drawing.

Part Image: Reference for what you will be drawing. IT HOLDS NO BEARING ON WHAT YOU
MUST DRAW.

Base Value: The amount of squares that are added to your die split that dictates the part's size
in squares. You must use the maximum value of the base & die roll split when drawing.

Connection: This indicates what other part(s) must connect to this one in order to score points.



Solo Variant
Setup is the same except you will obviously only need 1 Player Grid.
You will need 3 dice.
When you roll the dice, select 1 and split it accordingly. The other 2 dice that were not
chosen become the vertical line that you must sabotage on your own grid.
You must sabotage 2 squares every time.
Use the solo only number track to know along what line to Sabotage.
You may also split the numbers and Sabotage along multiple lines if that is more
advantageous.
When you sabotage, make sure that you sabotage a new vertical square every time
unless each vertical level of the grid has one square sabotaged already.

Die chosen & split 2&2

You must decide whether
to sabotage 2 squares on
line 7 or 1 each on 5&2
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This is a much more relaxing version of the game.
You win by making yourself laugh at your own

drawing and, possibly, beating a previous high score.

Scoring
Igor: 40+

Frank N. Furter: 60+
Dr. Eggman: 80+

Emmett Brown: 100+
Victor Frankenstein: 120+



Cooperative Variant
 

        It seems that all of you mad scientists have settled your differences, mostly, and want to come
together to make something truly special. So, gather the dice, your instruments, and a jumbo grid
to start crafting the perfect monster!

In order to play a cooperative game you'll need to gather the cooperative jumbo grid.
Gameplay is the same as regular play except all players will be creating a single creature
together.
Sabotage still occurs as scientists can't help but be petty.

Scoring
Igor: 40+

Frank N. Furter: 60+
Dr. Eggman: 80+

Emmett Brown: 100+
Victor Frankenstein: 120+












